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OWASP Day

- OWASP Day – Day of Worldwide OWASP Conf.
- Theme - Privacy in the 21st Century
- Global Security Week
- Hosted in 19 locations over globe
Privacy

Privacy is the interest that individuals have in sustaining a ‘personal space’, free from interference by other people and organisations.

Roger Clark
Privacy is about choice ....

Privacy is our **right** to **choose** **whether or not to** disclose our **personal information** and if so to **whom and when**
Personal Information is...

Username
Nick Name
Home Address
CV
Resume
Likes / Dislikes
INCOME
Passport Number
Fears, dreams & obsessions

Passwords
Email Address
Sex
Medical History
Beliefs
Credit Card Number
The current situation...

You will **really** miss your **privacy** if you lose it.
Agenda

- Black Vectors of Web Exploitation
  - Aditya Sood, SecNiche

- End User Privacy Breaches
  - Rishi Narang, ThirdBrigade

- Privacy on the Web
  - Yogesh Badwe, Orange Business Services
Enjoy the Sessions